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ABSTRACT

This paper describes novel framework for dialogue modeling
based on a superword model, a superset of word n-gram. This has
a remarkable advantage, because only transcribed text is needed
to obtain the model, and no word dictionary is needed. In this
paper, it is shown that the expressions specific to dialogue speech
are extracted automatically from the transcriptions of spoken di-
alogue corpora by applying the acquisition method of the super-
word model. From experimental results based on a Japanese spo-
ken dialogue database which consists of 42 sessions from 6 dif-
ferent tasks, it has been found that the proposed language mod-
eling method has an ability to acquire task-independent lexical
entry characteristic of dialogue speech, and many lexical entries
are found to be relevant to discourse structures.

1. INTRODUCTION

To be able to realize robust and intelligent spoken dialogue sys-
tems that can handle spontaneous speech in the real world, it is
essential to develop a language model that copes with various
speaking styles of spoken dialogue. Such a language model is
expected to be useful not only to improve recognition accuracy
by predicting users’ utterance, but also to generate adequate re-
sponses from the system. In conventional spoken dialogue sys-
tems, the network grammar has often been used as a language
model for speech recognition and dialogue management. Sponta-
neous utterance is often analyzed mainly from its content words
and case markers, and many expressions specific to spoken dia-
logue are discarded as out-of-vocabulary words. In recent studies,
however, such ignored expressions have proved to play essential
roles in making dialogues fluent. It is important, therefore, to
reorganize the expressions that compose spoken dialogue, and
to find a way in which the expressions are related to discourse
structures, in order to improve fluent voice communication with
machines. However, preparation and standardization of a lexi-
con for speech recognition in dialogues has difficulties caused
by the variety of expressions, especially with languages such as
Japanese, which have numerous variations of speaking style ac-
cording to a speaker’s social background or the social relationship
with another speaker. This makes it difficult to incorporate such
various expressions into conventional, rigid language models. In
addition, we must rely on some heuristic method to distinguish
expressions as discourse cue in conventional frameworks.

This paper describes novel framework for dialogue modeling
based on a superword model[1]. This is a preliminary study of the
language modeling which is expected to be an significant compo-
nent of spoken dialogue systems of the next generation. The su-
perword model is a language model originally used for Japanese
document recognition. It is a superset of word n-gram in defi-
nition. This has a remarkable advantage, because only the text
corpora in desired task domain is needed to obtain the model, and
no word dictionary is needed.

In this paper, it is shown that the expressions specific to dia-
logue speech are extracted automatically from the transcriptions
of spoken dialogue corpora by applying the acquisition method
of the superword model. The advantage of this method is that it
can incorporate the variety of expressions to language models for
speech recognition effectively because the method is example-
based.

2. LEXICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
DIALOGUE SPEECH

In this section we will briefly sketch the difficulty of defining a
lexicon for dialogue speech, especially in Japanese. The follow-
ing example is an exchange from a simulated dialogue, “find the
differences” task[2].

A: dene-... kuchi wa toji te te
‘and well... his mouse is closed, and’

B: un
‘uh-huh’

Long vowels are indicated by a trailing hyphen. As for Japanese,
the concept of word is ambiguous, and sentences are written with-
out any space orthographically. Word-to-word segmentation in
the example above is therefore one possibility. The expression
“dene-” requires special treatment because of the following rea-
sons: (1)The expression is peculiar to dialogue speech, and never
appears in written language. (2)The expression is quite informal
but an intimate one, and is permissible only in some kinds of cer-
tain interpersonal relationships. (3)The expression is thought to
be a kind of discourse marker—that is, the speaker A intended
to keep her ‘turn’ by uttering “dene-”. The last vowel could be
arbitrarily lengthened according to the speaker’s dialogue strat-
egy. (4)The expression “dene-” is not regarded as an independent
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lexical entry in most dictionaries. However, it seems to provide
a somewhat characteristic usage, rather than merely composed of
“de” and “ne-.”

In addition to that, there are so many non-lexical expressions
characteristic of dialogue speech, and most of them have no
meaning themselves[3]. To reorganize such expressions com-
posing spoken dialogue, we employ an example-based, statisti-
cal modeling approach—namely, superword model. Such an ap-
proach is promising because it has potential ability to incorpo-
rate a variety of expressions, discourse contexts and restriction of
pragmatics into a single model.

3. SUPERWORD MODEL

The superword model[1] is a language model originally used for
Japanese document recognition. In some Asian languages, such
as Japanese and Chinese, word boundaries are not explicitly indi-
cated in written text, so building a word n-gram model for such
languages is a non-trivial problem. The superword model is a so-
lution to the problem, and previous studies showed its superior-
ity to conventional word n-gram based on automatic morpholog-
ical analysis. This section outlines the concept of the superword
model.

3.1. Formulation

Any possible string is defined as a superword. A superword is
identified based on only one principle—it must appear at least
twice in the training text. In addition, we also regard every string
consisting of a single character as a superword. This guarantees
that every utterance can be represented as a sequence of super-
words.

The superword n-gram probability is defined as a conditional
probability that depends on the last (n− 1) superwords:

P (wi|wi−(n−1) · · ·wi−2wi−1), (1)

where wi denotes i-th superword which consists of several char-
acters. Generally, character-to-superword mapping is not unique
for a given utterance. The probability of an utterance C =
C1C2 · · ·Ck, where Ci is the i-th character, is given by the total
sum of the probability of any possible superword sequences in the
utterance:

P (C) =
∑

w1···wl∈C

l∏

i=1

P (wi|wi−(n−1) · · ·wi−1) (2)

If n = 1, that is, if we make an assumption that each super-
word occurs independently, the definition is identical to that of
multigram[4].

Apparently, the superword n-gram model is a subclass of
HMM(hidden Markov model), so its well-established learning
schemes, such as the forward-backward algorithm, can be utilized
for acquisition of the superword model.

3.2. Model Combination

Stochastic language models, such as the n-gram model, are often
faced with the “sparse data” problem—that is, we must estimate
parameters from limited samples. To cope with both reliability
and accuracy, it is known to be effective to utilize some smoothing
technique like interpolation[5] or back-off[6][7].

As for superword bigram model, the interpolated probability is
given by weighted sum of superword bigram and superword uni-
gram probabilities:

P̂ (wi|wi−1) = λgP (wi|wi−1) + (1− λg)P (wi) (3)

The weight can be learned through an iterative reestimation pro-
cess, so as to maximize the probability of held-out[5] sample of
the text.

The previous study also showed that the superword model
gets more robust when combined with the character n-gram of
Japanese. The combined superword bigram probability is defined
by:

Pw+c(wi|wi−1) = λwP̂ (wi|wi−1) + (1− λw)P̂c(wi|wi−1),
(4)

where P̂c(wi|wi−1) is the superword wi’s probability given by
the interpolated character trigram as follows:

P̂c(wi|wi−1) ={
λ3P (C3|C1C2) + λ2P (C3|C2)

+ λ1P (C3) + λ0P0
if wi = C3,

0 otherwise,
(5)

where C1C2 denotes the last two characters of wi−1, and λ3 +
λ2 + λ1 + λ0 = 1. P̂c(wi|wi−1) has a non-zero value only if
the length of the superword wi is equal to 1. When λw → 0,
Equation (2) falls into the interpolated character trigram model.

4. MODEL ACQUISITION

The acquisition process of superword model can be divided into
two stages: (1) collection of superword set, (2) iterative estima-
tion of probability distribution.

4.1. Lexicon Generation

At the first stage, we must count frequency of strings in training
text and store any string which appears two or more times. A gen-
eral framework for counting arbitrary long strings is discussed in
[8], but we can employ a more simple approach where singletons
can be ignored.

It is clear that any substring of a superword appears twice or more,
because the superword also appears twice or more. Therefore, the
recursive procedure shown in Figure 1 finds a set of superwords
consisting of up to L characters.

Now, we discuss a lexicon for spoken dialogue. In general, task-
oriented dialogue speech is composed of (1)task-dependent part,
and (2)task-independent part. The former usually consists of task-
specific content words and case markers, and can be efficiently
described by the task’s grammar. The latter does include greet-
ings or irregular chat, but mainly concerns metacommunication



function find_superwords(L:integer):set of string;
var table, superwords:set of string;

count:array of integer indexed by strings;
begin

table:=φ; superwords:=φ;
for ∀  string of length L in training text

if L=1 or L>1 and chop(string)∈ find_superwords(L−1) then
begin

table:=table ∪  {string};
count[string]:=count[string]+1

end;
for ∀  string∈ table

if count[string]>1 then
superwords:=superwords ∪  {string};

return superwords
end

Figure 1: Pseudocode for finding a set of superwords from the
training text. “chop” is a function which truncates the last char-
acter of the given string and returns the result.

of human to human. Because our goal is to find characteristic ex-
pressions which are hard to cover by hand-written grammar, our
dialogue model should be task-independent.

To obtain task-independent superword sets, we apply the follow-
ing modification to the superword set collection stage.

1. Classify each spoken dialogue corpus for training into its
corresponding task.

2. For each task, make a superword set from the corpora which
belongs to the task.

3. For each superword, discard it if only one superword set
contains it.

4. Merge the sets.

In this research, a character is assumed to be a kana(moraic char-
acter), and an utterance is defined as a mora string segmented by
surrounding pauses. Therefore the existence of pauses prevents a
superword set from growing too much.

4.2. Learning

The probability distribution of the model can be estimated
through a forward-backward algorithm, because the superword
model is a kind of hidden Markov model. For the detailed learn-
ing process of the superword model, refer to [1]. It can be sum-
marized as:

1. Assign uniform distribution to all superword’s initial uni-
gram probabilities.

2. Reestimate the distribution by forward-backward algorithm
until it converges.

3. (optional) Prune the superword set of unlikely superwords
(=ones with small probability assigned).

4. Assign the estimated distribution to higher-order n-gram’s
initial probabilities (ex. initialize superword bigram proba-
bilities by superword unigram probabilities). Reestimate it.
Repeat this step if necessary.

/hai/ 0.0538
/ga/ 0.0196
/wa/ 0.0163
/no/ 0.0158
/uN/ 0.0147
/to/ 0.0147
/de/ 0.0146
/a/ 0.0139
/e-/ 0.0137
/ni/ 0.0126
/e/ 0.0094
/o/ 0.0094
/saN/ 0.0084
/do/ 0.0080
/mi/ 0.0074
/e-to/ 0.0067

(a)

/e-Qto/ 0.00439
/desune/ 0.00397
/dZa-/ 0.00377
/naNka/ 0.00337
/desuka/ 0.00321
/eQto/ 0.00296
/a-/ 0.00290
/dZa/ 0.00281
/Qte/ 0.00277
/dewa/ 0.00273
/onegaiSimasu/ 0.00225
/ano/ 0.00210
/deSo-ka/ 0.00208
/ato/ 0.00198
/wakarimaSita/ 0.00194
/yone/ 0.00194

(b)

Figure 2: The most frequent (a) and typical (b) superwords.

Unlike monologue speech or written text, transcription of dia-
logue speech has two (or more) channels. For simplification, it
is assumed here that each utterance occurs independently of oth-
ers. By this assumption, utterances from multiple channels can be
freely merged into a single stream in order to build a superword
model.

5. EVALUATION

5.1. Dialogue Corpora

Transcribed speech data used for training consists of 42 sessions
from 6 different tasks (“secretary,” “scheduling,” “crossword,”
“telephone ordering,” “find the differences,” “chat”). They are
collected from simulated dialogue corpus[2], excluding the ses-
sions collected with WOZ and the ones which have no separate
sound tracks for individual speakers. Each transcription is canon-
icalized to phoneme string by hand, and then converted to mora
string. Fillers and disfluent utterances are not excluded.

5.2. Extracted Expressions

Fig. 2 shows (a) top 16 superwords which have unigram proba-
bility, and (b) typical superwords that are in dialogues are picked
from top 100 superwords. “Hai(yes)” is the most frequent expres-
sion because it is also uttered as a polite backchannel response.
The corresponding impolite expression “un” is also extracted.
Most of the other frequent expressions can be classified as case
markers or fillers. The proposed method can also find typical dis-
course cues such as “desune,” “dewa” and “yone,” which most
word dictionaries do not cover.

Fig. 3 shows superword bigrams with large joint probability, and
thought to represent the structure of dialogue speeches well.

5.3. Perplexity

The proposed dialogue model is evaluated with perplexity. Lower
perplexity generally means it is a better language model for rec-
ognizing speech. The goal of our model is to emulate task-



/hai/
/e-Qto/
/wakarimaSita/
/hai/
/hai/
/so-/
/uN/
/dZa-/
/aQ/
/hai/
/uN/
/uN/
/ga/
/desu/
/noho-wa/
/aru/

/wakarimaSita/
/desune/
/soredewa/
/yoroSi-desu/
/so-desu/
/so-/
/aru/
/soko/
/hai/
/onegaiSimasu/
/uN/
/so-/
/arimaSite/
/ga/
/do-/
/yone/

→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

Figure 3: Typical superword bigrams.

Table 1: Mora perplexity for test set.
perplexity # of entry

mora trigram 5.648 11243
superword unigram 5.420 3331
superword bigram 5.265 70545
superword bigram (pruned) 5.267 13654

independent portions of natural dialogue speech, so if the perplex-
ity for our model is low, the model is thought to be an efficient
language model for spoken dialogue systems, as the background
model[9] in a spotting-based system for example.

The results are presented in Table 1. All superword models shown
are interpolated with mora trigram according to Eq. (4). The test
set for evaluation is the transcription of a dialogue “map task”[2].
From the results we can see that the superword-based models
show lower perplexity than mora trigram. This suggests that
the models efficiently represent lexical characteristics of dialogue
speech. Superword pruning is thought to be useful in reducing the
size of the model and to make superword-based dialogue systems
work more efficiently.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we showed the framework of superword-based di-
alogue modeling and its efficiency. So far, the model captures
the intra-utterance structure of dialogue speech. This should be
extended to inter-utterance relationships, by modifying the su-
perword’s formulation to enable handling of opposite utterances
as contexts. For example, we believe that the expression “Qte
(topic marker)” shown in Fig. 2 plays an important role in dis-
course, because this is often followed by a question about the
topic (sometimes even omitted completely), and the answer to
the topic should follow. Long-distance prediction of superwords,
such as the trigger-based model[10], may be useful to model this
kind of discourse structures.

Task-oriented spoken dialogue systems involve task grammar. To

make full use of the superword model in the systems, integration
of the grammar and superword model is needed. Dialogue man-
agement using superword-based framework is also challenging
and possible future work.
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